THE LIFE AND  TIMES
believe the like at Cambridge} the Rod was frequently used by the Tutors
and Deanes on his pupills, till Bachelaurs of Arts ; even gentlemen-Com-
moners, he reported. One Doctor I faiew right well (Dr. Hannibal Potter,
Trin. Coll Oxon) that whipt his scholar with his Sword by his side when he
came to take his ham of him to goe to the Innes of Court. For though the
undergraduates were younger in those days (the second Duke of
Buckingham was a Master of Arts by the time he was fourteen)
they were expected to be more serious, and organised games played
no part in their education. Castiglione's instruction " to joyne learny-
ing with cumlie exercise " was still obeyed and our modern games were
not looked on as " cumlie " : football, in fact, " is to be put in per-
petual silence," being " nothing but beastly fury and extreme violence."
The " Courtly exercises and Gentlemanlike pastimes " which " young
men should use and delight in " were listed as follows by Queen
Elizabeth's tutor, Roger Ascham: " to ride comely: to run fair
at tilt or ring : to play at all weapons: to shoot fair in bow, or surely
in gun: to vault lustily: to run: to leap : to wrestle : to swim :
to dance comely: to sing, and play of instruments cunningly : to
hawk: to hunt: to pky at tennis : " these were the pastimes for
" a Courtly Gentleman to use." None of them, you will notice,
fostered the team spirit, but what was lost in co-operative virtues was
more than made up for in individuality : for the men of the past were
above all individuals, even to the point of eccentricity, and from this
variety sprang the great strength of the nation.
In Aubrey's day the false distinction had not yet been drawn
between work, regarded as drudgery, and play, regarded as a good
time, and educated men naturally sought their recreation in the study,
rather than on the golf-course. For in the seventeenth century learning
was part of the joy of life, just as much as drinking or love-making,
and it was just as often overdone. John Evelyn, writing on the death
of his five-year-old son, said: " So insatiable were his Desires of
Knowledge, that upon a Time hearing one discourse of Terence
and Plautus, and being told (upon his Enquiry concerning these
Authors) that the Books were too difficult for him, he wept for very
Grief, and would hardly be pacified," and Aubrey mentions that
"Lord Ellesmere was so hard a Student^ that in three or ^jeares time he was
not out of the House: Edward 'Brerewood) too, went not out of the College
gates in a good while, nor (I thinks) out of his Chamber, but was in his slip-
shoes> and wore out his Gowne and cloathes on the bord and benches of his
chamber, but profited in knowledge exceedingly. Even when they reached
years of discretion, ^ the men of the Renaissance seemed unable to
moderate their studies. ^Laurence Rooke was a temperate man and of a
strong constitution; says Aubrey, but tooke his sicknesse of which he dyed
fa setting up often for Astronomicall Observations, while Micbaell Dary,
mathematician and a Gunner of the Tower (by profession a Tobacco-cutter)
an admirable Algebrician, came to grief rather hke Francis Bacon, for
with writing in thefrostie weather his fingers rotted and gangraened.
Lwkt through Logque and some Ethiques, says Aubrey of his own
studies, for he had now graduated from the Classics to the Humanities ;
and then comes a most pregnant note: 1642, Religio Medici printed,
wtoeb first opened my understanding. For at this time learning suddenly
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